Modeling Dynamics of Colloidal Fouling of RO/NF Membranes with A Novel Collision-Attachment Approach.
We report a novel collision-attachment approach for modeling the dynamics of colloidal fouling. The model treats fouling as a two-step process: colloidal particles colliding with a membrane surface followed by their attachment onto the surface. An attachment coefficient is adopted to describe the probability of successful foulant attachment for any given collision event, the value of which can be determined by the classical Boltzmann distribution. Our model shows excellent agreement with experimental data in terms of both the kinetics of flux decline and foulant mass deposition. Modeling results reveal the critical roles of water flux and energy barrier in governing colloidal fouling. Greater water flux or lower energy barrier can lead to a collision-controlled condition, where severe fouling occurs and nearly all collision events lead to successful foulant attachment. On the contrary, fouling is increasingly controlled by the probability of successful attachment at lower water flux and/or greater energy barrier. Our model provides deep insights into the various mechanisms governing the dynamics of colloidal fouling (i.e., concentration polarization, collision, and attachment) and the self-limiting fouling behavior under constant-pressure mode.